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LTI’s e-Office Solution:
Transforming Tedious Tasks to
Efficient Business Processes
Market is going through unprecedented changes with industry consolidation,
changing consumer behavior, new digital channels, cost pressures and new regulatory
norms. Manual and paper based organizations have high Turn Around Time (TAT)
leading to low operational efficiency; uses high physical space leading to high Total
Cost of Operations (TCO) are unable to adhere to the changing regulatory norms. Paper
based organizations have no option but to elevate and adopt the new digital wave.
The evolution of digital technologies and their wide accessibility has ensured that going
paperless isn’t a dream anymore. LTI can help you on board this wave with its e-Office
Solution. This solution will be an unprecedented enabler for organizations to ride on an
extremely high customer experience with high agility and low cost of operations.

LTI’s Digital Solution
LTI’s e-Office solution is built to create a long-term foundation of having an integrated platform for performing
key business functions. This will help us automate the day-to-day office activities and processes on the digital
platform, eliminating movement of paper & file in physical form. It’s key solution components includes:
Machine Learning

API

Omni Channel Integration

(automated, faster and judgmental decisions)

(Expose the internal operations to external parties)

(Mobile and other smart devices)

RPA

BPM

ESB

Document Management and Records Management

(Automate Mundane Task)

(Workflows)

(Integrations)

(Scanning, Auto capture of meta data, indexing, storing, retrieving, archiving)
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Built-in OCR &
barcode scanning

Single
Sign-On

More than 300
pre-built processes

Access and
approve on the go

Simple and easy
to use interface

LTI’s

Pre-built integration
with ERPs like SAP

Key Features

Support for adhoc
workflows and
customizations

e-Office

Highly secure
(SAML authentication,
Audit trail, logging)

Smart help and
intelligent incident
reporting

Active
directory
integration

Support
for digital
signatures

Support for indexing
and auto capture
of metadata

More than 300 pre-built processes covering below domains
Budgeting
and Control

Material
Management

Monitoring
and Reporting

Finance and
Accounts

Audit and
Compliance

Legal

Committee and
Meetings

RTI
Management

Inspection

Employee
Lifecycle

Correspondence
Management

Parliament
Query
Case
Management

The diagram below represents a high level architecture of LTI’s e-Office solution. Architecturally,
these tools are deployed in centralized and decentralized fashion to ensure a faster response time
for low bandwidth area.
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Governance
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Taxonomy Indexing
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Scanning OCR/ICR Content collector

Search document store

Classification, Retention Disposition

BPM
Business Rules Engine

RPA
Business Monitor

Robotic Automation

OCR

ESB
Portal

Omnichannel Integration

API Management

Application Integration

Enterprise, Network and Security Management

Legacy Application

RDBMS

CRM

NoSQL
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Key Implementations
LTI has implemented paperless solutions for multiple clients across various domains. The key stats of one of the
biggest implementations, where LTI has played end-to-end role, includes Consulting, Product Selection, E2E
Hardware Supply and Installation, Solution Implementation, and Commissioning and Maintenance of
Enterprise-Wide Paperless Office Solution.

3400 types

100 documents scanned

7800 -Go green

45 documents

centers connected
35 remote
to a central architecture

processes mapped
4500 manual
to 600 unique processes

document

unique

million

trees saved per year

Key Customer Benefits
Automated solution leading to 30% TAT improvement
Increased productivity and scalability by 50%
Reduced total cost of operations by 50%
Excellent visibility and business-friendly reports

Going paperless is a critical mandate to sustain in today’s competitive world. LTI’s e-Office solution helps you
become more efficient, reduce your total cost of operations, improve your eco footprint, save space and time,
and finally, transform your customer’s experience.

LTI (NSE: LTI, BSE: 540005) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company helping more than 300 clients succeed in a
converging world. With operations in 29 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with
LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro
Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivaled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all
industries. Each day, our team of more than 25,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and
technology operations, and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or follow
us at @LTI_Global
info@Lntinfotech.com

